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Paul Brothers GmbH releases open beta of their dynamic
deckbuilder A Glimpse of Luna
Game aims to be the most strategic card game
Schaanwald, Liechtenstein – Dec 2nd, The Paul Brothers GmbH announced that the beta of
their free2play card game “A Glimpse of Luna” was released on PC on Nov. 12th. Set in
Lyboria, a new fantasy world, players can choose between four races and battle it out on the
battlefield. With the quote from Benjamin Franklin that says, “By failing to prepare, you are
preparing to fail”, players are able to prepare and build their decks in hundreds of different
ways. A Glimpse of Luna is not a typical static card game, it is a dynamic deckbuilder, where
moving and positioning, and controlling range is key.
"Our goal was to create a dynamic card game, where the player feels like a general on the
battlefield. The cards are his troops and he decides how to place, move and who to attack
with them. Ultimately it was very important for us that the skill of the player is the deciding
factor on the outcome of a game. The only thing a player won´t be able to control, is the
drawing of cards. Everything else lies in his hands.“, says Alexander Paul, one of the two
developers.

Watch the new beta gameplay trailer here:
https://youtu.be/dsiGda1RCEo
During open beta, players will be able to play in a social game mode, where they can test out
their decks just for fun and a ranked mode, where they climb up the skill-levels and unlock
new ranks.
All the players will be able to choose one of the four Starter Decks (Arachnids, Nordur,
Naphas, Tagari) for free. The Starter Decks can also be bought in the in-game shop. When it
comes to unlocking of cards, players will be able to decide on their own which cards they
want to unlock. No random chests, barrels, or card packs. All cards can be unlocked with two
currencies. One of them can be acquired with money, and the other can be earned by
playing the game. Also available for sale are the Alternative Designs of specific cards and the
unique card backs of each race.
Are you a tactician? If so it’s time to choose a race and prove yourself on the battlefield.
Download the game on www.glimpse-luna.com/download, create an account and choose a
Starter Deck of one of the four races for free.
Here you can find more information:
Website: www.glimpse-luna.com
Press Kit: www.glimpse-luna.com/presskit
Youtube: www.youtube.com/channel/UCxpfiLvSOTlLernKQWI_uhA
Discord: https://discord.com/invite/ykZsJj96pe
Twitter: https://twitter.com/PlayGlimpseLuna

